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Abstract: Recommender systems that learn user preference from item-level feedback (provided to
individual items) have been extensively studied. Considering the risk of privacy exposure, learning
from set-level feedback (provided to sets of items) has been demonstrated to be a better way, since
set-level feedback reveals user preferences while to some extent, hiding his/her privacy. Since only
set-level feedback is provided as a supervision signal, different methods are being investigated
to build connections between set-based preferences and item-based preferences. However, they
overlook the complexity of user behavior in real-world applications. Instead, we observe that users’
set-level preference can be better modeled based on a subset of items in the original set. To this end,
we propose to tackle the problem of identifying subsets from sets of items for set-based preference
learning. We propose a policy network to explicitly learn a personalized subset selection strategy
for users. Given the complex correlation between items in the set-rating process, we introduce
a self-attention module to make sure all set members are considered in subset selecting process.
Furthermore, we introduce gumble softmax to avoid gradient vanishing caused by binary selection
in model learning. Finally the selected items are aggregated by user-specific personalized positional
weights. Empirical evaluation with real-world datasets verifies the superiority of the proposed
model over the state-of-the-art.

Keywords: recommender systems; set-based preference learning; subset selection; user behavior
modeling

1. Introduction

Ubiquitous recommender systems provide effective solutions to improve users’ experi-
ences with online service platforms. Their main goal is to infer users’ interests through their
historical feedback information. Among the recommendation models applied, collaborative
filtering (CF) approaches have demonstrated effective performance [1]. Most CF methods
directly rely on the item-level feedback of users [2,3], which causes privacy concerns, since
the users’ preferences towards individual items are private opinions. Moreover, this privacy
risk potentially inhibits users from providing feedback in the first place. Thus, avoiding
direct item-level preference exposure is reasonable in recommender systems [4].

We refer to the problem of understanding the user’s preference for individual items
by learning from set-level feedback as set-based preference learning (SPL).The set-based
feedback reveals users’ preferences and naturally provides information hiding by blurring
interactions with individual items. Thus, users are more willing to provide set-based
feedback than item-level preferences. However, inferring item preference from set-based
feedback is nontrivial. Since only set-based preference is provided, there is no direct
supervision signal for item-level rating prediction. Therefore, the major challenge of SPL is
how to accurately infer a user’s preferences for individual items based on set-level feedback.

Since only set ratings are provided as supervision signals, the item-level predictions
should be aggregated as set-based preferences before being updated. Although a set
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consists of several items, set-based feedback cannot just be modeled by adding up item-
level feedback, because it is also influenced by the implicit interplay between items [5]. For
example, some users tend to give positive feedback as long as the set contains something
that piques their interest, whereas some users are inclined to underrate a set if it contains
undesirable items. Moreover, users might not follow the same rating patterns when facing
different sets. Set-rating behavior is also influenced by some specific items contained in
the set. The interwind influence of item combinations varies from user to user, which
complicates the problem even more. Considering the complex mutual influences of items
in a set, the aggregation should be conducted in a personalized way.

We illustrate the process of SPL in Figure 1. Set ratings are what we have, which will be
used as a supervision signal in training. In order to optimize the model under the guidance
of supervision signals, we need to predict users’ ratings towards sets. To achieve this, we
require two steps: item preference prediction and personalized aggregation. Predicted
item ratings are aggregated in a personalized way to get set-level predictions. Predicted
item ratings are what we want eventually, but they can only be updated with indirect
supervision. Item preference prediction has been fully explored in recent works, so the
key of SPL comes down to personalized aggregation, which is what we model in this work.
Personalized aggregation aims to model the influence of item interplay for users, which is
the main focus of solutions for SPL.

Figure 1. The illustration of set-based preference learning (SPL) problem settings. Users U = {u1, u2, u3}
rate sets S = {s1, s2, s3}, which contain items randomly picked from I = {i1, i2, . . . , i10}. The set
ratings user u gives, set s, are denoted as rs

u. r̂s
u is the predicted preference scores for user u’s ratings of

set s. The prediction process is optimized by minimizing the loss between rs
u and r̂s

u. r̂s
u is aggregated

from predicted item ratings in a personalized way. As the training process proceeds, the set-rating
prediction becomes more accurate. As a by-product, we get more reasonable item-rating predictions.
At this point, the goal of inferring user preference over individual items based on set-level feedback
is achieved.

Current works addressing the SPL problem focus on designing a personalized ag-
gregation mechanism for item-level preference predictions. Since SPL is a less studied
problem, there are only a few heuristic works addressing it, and the main difference be-
tween these existing models is how to aggregate the item-level predictions to get set-level
predictions. The work in [5] proposed three algorithms of different intuitions. The average
rating model (ARM) takes an average of all item-level predictions to get set-level predictions.
It assumes equal contributions of each item in the set, which ignores the impact of diverse
preference of items in the set. The variance offset average rating model (VOARM) considers
the diversity of item-level predictions by adding a weighted variance term in aggregation.
However, it still treats items equally, underemphasizing items that are more influential in
set-based preference. Against the shortcomings of ignoring the different item importance
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in the above methods, the extremal subset average rating model (ESARM) enumerates all
extremal subsets of item predictions and aggregates these subsets via linear weighted
sum. Although considering the different impact of items in set, extremal subset average
rating model ignores the fact that the selection of subsets should be highly flexible to reflect
personalized assessment strategies. Extremal subsets are not necessarily good choices for
all users and items. Moreover, enumerating all extremal subsets causes a huge computation
burden as the set size grows. The limitation of the these methods is that they are attempts
at one-size-fits-all approaches to aggregate item-level predictions, thereby oversimplifing
the interplay between items in aggregation. We argue that the user’s rating of a set is
largely influenced by subsets arousing the strongest emotional inclinations. For example,
some users overrate a playlist because of a few songs that are highly favored; some users
underrate the game bundle because of one very disliked game. Moreover, we believe that
the influential subsets should be automatically selected in an end-to-end manner, instead
of following a predefined rule.

To these ends, we introduce a self-attentive subset learning model (SaSLM), which pre-
dicts item-level preferences from set-based feedback by capturing the interrelation among
items in the set. Due to the computational burden of enumerating all possible combi-
nations, it is nontrivial to find the optimal subsets in a personal way [6–8]. Rather than
exhaustion, we propose to explicitly learn a personalized subset selection strategy via a
policy network. Given the complex correlation between items in the set-rating process, we
introduce a self-attention module to make sure all set members are considered in subset
selection. Furthermore, we introduce gumble softmax in avoidance of gradient vanishing
caused by binary selection in model learning. Then, the selected subsets are aggregated by
personalized positional weights, which is a group of parameters specially learned for each
user. The weights can be seen as the reflection of a user’s rating pattern towards sets.

We summarize the contributions of this paper:

- We propose a novel method, self-attentive subset learning model (SaSLM), to study
the problem of set-based preference learning (SPL), which is important to efficiently
reveal users’ preferences towards items with indirect supervision and protect their
privacy as well. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to tackle set-based
preference learning problem in an end-to-end manner.

- We introduce a policy network to select a representative subset for each item set. By
this means, the extent to which users’ preferences are influenced by different items is
fully considered. Our proposed subset selection strategy is more flexible.

- We propose a novel personalized aggregation method to turn item-level predictions
into set-level predictions by user-specific personalized positional weights, which is
more efficient and has few parameters.

- Through extensive empirical evaluation, the effectiveness of SaSLM at predicting item-
level preferences under set-based preference supervision has been confirmed.

In what follows, we organized the paper according to the roadmap: Section 2 surveys
the work that is relevant to the problem studied in this paper. Section 3 introduces the
notations and definitions. We first overview our model and then provide the details in
Section 4. We describe the experimental settings in Section 5 and report and analyze the
experimental results in Section 6. In Section 7, we conclude our paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we provide a brief survey of the relevant research. We first introduce
the current progress in set-based preference learning (SPL), and then draw distinctions
between it and a similar topic, bundle recommendation (BR).

2.1. Set-Preference Learning

A few lines of work propose to infer preferences of items from the preferences of item
sets [5–9]. The most relevant one is [5], which collects user set-level ratings by sending
emails to users. The sets are randomly constructed to a fixed size (five items in this case)
from the rated movies in the user’s history. Noteworthily, constructing sets from users’
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previously rated items does not change the setting of SPL. Still, the goal is to reduce item
ratings from set ratings, though the item ratings will be used to evaluate the accuracy of
item-rating prediction. To infer item-level preferences, the author of [5] proposed three
different methods:

* average rating model (ARM) [5] assumes that a set-based rating reflects users’ average
ratings for all the items. The estimated rating of user u for set S is given by the average
of all predicted item ratings:

r̂s
u = µs

u =
1
|S| ∑i∈S

r̂ui (1)

* variance offset average rating model (VOARM) [5] captures the preference diversity of
items in the set. Besides estimating the mean of the set rating, it also estimates the
variance. Therefore, the final prediction is given by:

r̂s
u = µs

u + βuσs
u, (2)

where βu is the personalized factor; µs
u is mentioned in Equation (1) as the mean of

the ratings of all items, and σs
u is the standard deviation of the ratings of items in the

set S, which is given by:

σs
u =

√
1
|S| ∑i∈S

(r̂ui − µs
u)

2.

* extremal subset average rating model (ESARM) [5] estimates the ratings of extremal
subsets and predicts set rating with weighted aggregation:

r̂s
u =

2ns−1

∑
i=1

wuieui, (3)

where eui is the average rating of the i-th extremal subset.

The method proposed by [9] constructs groups of items to efficiently elicit the initial
preferences of cold-start users. Then, a new user’s interest in the individual items is gener-
ated through the average preference of users who share similar tastes for the item groups.
Differently from [9], SPL focused on a more general case: (1) rather than constructing sets
with similar items, SPL does not require homogenous items, and (2) SPL aims to develop fully
personalized recommendation methods that are not limited to cold-start recommendation.

There are also some works in the multi-agent systems community focusing on rep-
resenting set-level preferences [6–8]. Differently from SPL, these methods aim to find the
optimal subsets by partial order over the power set, which requires item-level feedback. In
comparison, SPL only assumes the availability of set-level feedback, so the partial order
cannot be obtained.

2.2. Bundle Recommendation

Bundle recommendation (BR) is a similar topic to SPL, as they both study the set-level
feedback, but with different goals. BR aims to learn users’ preferences for sets (bundles),
so that users can consume the whole set in one go, whereas the goal of SPL is to learn the
preferences for individual items from set-level feedback.

Most works leveraging set-level feedback focus on the problem of BR, since the
problem has item-level feedback as direct supervision. BR has wide applications in recom-
mender systems, ranging from the recommendations of music playlists [10,11], travel pack-
ages [12,13], and item baskets [14] to the recommendation of user-generated lists [15–17],
etc. Generally, these methods rely on the interactions between users and item sets and
take advantage of set-level collaborative filtering [15,18,19]. Recent works also integrate
user–item interactions. By sharing model parameters, multi-task learning methods can be
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formed [20,21]. Given past sequential sets of items, some methods [14,22] learn to predict
the subsequent sets. Applications include the next basket recommendation [23–25], next
clinical event prediction [26,27], and next repeat set prediction [28].

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce the notation that we use in this paper, which we summa-
rize in Table 1.

Table 1. Notation.

Notation Description

U collection of users
I collection of items
S collection of item sets
S ∈ S one set of items

nu number of users, i.e., nu = |U|
ni number of items, i.e., nu = |I|
ns maximum length of item sets
d dimension of embeddings

Rs collection of rating scores s
rs

u the rating score that user u provided to set s
r̂s

u the predicted score of user u to set s
r̂i

u the predicted score of user u to item i

xs
ui

the variable to indicate whether item i in the set S
will be selected in the subset for user u

pu ∈ Rd embedding of user u
qi ∈ Rd embedding of item i
wu ∈ Rns personalized positional weights of user u

P ∈ Rnu×d embeddings of all users for item-level preference
modelling

Q ∈ Rni×d embeddings of all items for item-level preference
modelling

P′ ∈ Rnu×d embeddings of all users for subset selection
Q′ ∈ Rni×d embeddings of all items for subset selection
W ∈ Rnu×ns personalized positional weights

We use U and I to denote all users and all items, respectively. We use S to denote
the collection of item sets. The numbers of users and items are denoted by nu and ni, i.e.,
nu = |U | and ni = |I|. For different sets of items, the number of items can be different.
Thus, we use ns to denote the maximum length of item sets. We use Rs to denote a collection
of rating scores and use rs

u to denote the rating that user u provides to the set S ∈ S. To
distinguish with the true rating, we use r̂s

u to represent the predicted rating score. Similarly,
the predicted rating score of user u to item i is denoted by r̂i

u. We use xs
ui as an indicator

variable that determines whether item i in the set S will be selected in the subset for user u
or not.

We denote the dimensions of embeddings by d. We write pu ∈ Rd and qi ∈ Rd as
the embeddings for user u and item i, respectively. We pack all the embeddings of users
to form the matrix P ∈ Rnu×d. Similarly, we can define matrix Q ∈ Rni×d by packing the
embeddings of all items. P and Q are used to predict item-level preferences in the rating
prediction module. We also define the matrix P′ ∈ Rnu×d and Q′ ∈ Rni×d to select subsets
in aggregating item-level ratings for set ratings. Noteworthily, these two groups of user and
item embeddings are specially designed for different purposes, namely, rating prediction
and subset selection. We also define wu ∈ Rns as the personalized positional weights for
user u. We learn for each user ns positional weights, one for each position in the set. We
can define matrix W ∈ Rnu×ns by packing all the weights.
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We define the problem of set-based preference learning (SPL) formally: given a collection
of set ratings, the goal of SPL is to accurately learn the user’s preferences for individual items without
the direct supervision of item-level feedback.

Input. Collection of users U ; collection of rating scores Rs.
Output. A personalized scoring function that maps each item to a real value score for

each user:
r̂i

u = f (u, i|Rs,U ,S, I) (4)

r̂i
u is the predicted rating score of user u for item i.

4. Model Description

In this section, we present the self-attentive subset learning model (SaSLM), as shown by
an illustrative overview in Figure 2, which is composed of three components: (1) the rating
prediction module, which predicts item-level ratings by collaborative filtering (CF);
(2) the subset learning module that selects a most representative subset from the original
set; and (3) the rating aggregation module integrates results from (1) and (2) to predict
the user’s set-level rating.

Figure 2. Model overview of the SaSLM, which consists of three components: rating prediction,
subset learning, and rating aggregation. The rating prediction module predicts item-level ratings
by matrix factorizing score function. The subset learning module is the key of the proposed model,
which outputs a representative subset in an end-to-end manner. The rating aggregation module
predicts users’ set-level ratings according to the item-rating predictions and subset selection results
from two other modules. Finally, the model is optimized under the supervision of set ratings that
users give.

The goal of SPL is to learn item-level preference by set-based feedback. Therefore,
for SPL, the explicit generation of item-level prediction scores is required (rating prediction
module). However, due to the absence of item-level supervision signals, the predicted scores
of individual items should further be aggregated to form the prediction of set-level ratings
(rating aggregation module). Since the set-level ratings are better revealed by a subset of items
in the set [5], to reduce the bias between set-level ratings and item-level ratings, SaSLM
learns a subset of items from the set (subset learning module).
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4.1. Rating Prediction

Item-rating prediction has been widely studied, where state-of-the-art performance
has been achieved by CF methods [2,3,29–31]. A general form of rating prediction can be
formulated as follows:

r̂ui = f (pu, qi), (5)

where pu, qi ∈ Rd are the embeddings of user u and item i, respectively. f (·) is the score
function. As one of the widely used CF methods, matrix factorization (MF) defines f (·) as
the inner product:

f (pu, qi) = p>u qi.

Here we follow the method of MF to predict item-level ratings, because it is simple
and effective. More complex scoring functions can be saved for future exploration.

4.2. Self-Attentive Subset Learning

As mentioned before, to simulate the decision-making process of set rating, it is
reasonable to select a subset of items to reduce the bias between set-level and item-level
preferences [5]. Then, the set rating will be predicted based on the chosen subset.

To choose subsets, we propose a self-attentive policy network (SaPN). SaPN learns the
personalized policy for how users select subsets from sets. Figure 3 illustrates the network
structure. Note that we borrow the concept of the policy network form reinforcement learning
(RL), which takes the current state as input and outputs the probability distributions of
all possible actions [32]. Intrinsically, rather than generating probabilities, SaPN learns
to generate the selected subset directly based on the Gumbel-softmax trick [33]. The SaPN
consists of three parts: (1) an embedding layer that implicitly models user’s preference
and item attributes; (2) a self-attention layer that takes all items into consideration while
choosing subsets; (3) a policy network layer that samples the chosen subset according to
the reparameterization sample.

The SaPN is an important part of SaSLM. This section will provide more details layer
by layer.

Figure 3. An illustrative example of the self-attentive policy network. It takes as input the user u and
items in the set S = {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5}. It shows how the indicator variable xs

u1 is generated.

Embedding layer. Given a user u and a set containing several items
{

ij
}

j∈S, the

embedding layer takes the one-hot representations as input. We assume u ∈ Rnu×1 is the
one-hot vector of user u, where only the element corresponding to u is one, and other
elements are all zero. Similarly, we have the one-hot vectors of items, i.e., ij ∈ Rni×1.
Through an embedding layer, we can retrieve the embeddings of users and items. The
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embedding layer maintains two matrices, user matrix P′ ∈ Rnu×d and item matrix Q′ ∈
Rni×d, respectively. The output of the embedding layer is the embeddings of user u and
item ij:

p′u = P′>u, q′j = Q′>ij.

Note that for rating prediction, we also learn user and item matrices P and Q. One
possible way is to share the embeddings. However, to ensure that the learning of subsets is
independent from the prediction of item-level ratings, we learn another set of embeddings,
which we distinguish as P′ and Q′.

Self-attention layer. For each item, whether it is to be selected in the subset is deter-
mined in turn. However, when choosing the subset, it is important to take all items in the
set into consideration. In order to capture correlations among contained items, we apply
self-attention. Thus, by transforming item embeddings through self-attentive layer, when
determining whether to select an item, other items in the set can be also considered.

Aside from the correlations of other items, we also hope that user preferences can be
considered when choosing the subset. To be more specific, given the same set, its contained
item embeddings should be catered for different users. The intuition is that users have
different levels of focus on the same set when they rate. Therefore, we first multiply q′j with

p′u and then pack the item embeddings into a matrix, denoted by Zs ∈ R|S|×d:

Vs = [p′u ◦ q′1, . . . , p′u ◦ q′|S|]
>.

Following [34], we use scaled dot-product attention to calculate the self-attention score:

Zs = softmax

(
VsV>s√

d

)
,

where Zs ∈ R|S|×|S| is a self-attention score matrix which indicates the similarities among
|S| items in set S.

√
d is used to scale the attention score for preventing gradient vanishing.

The softmax function is to normalize the self-attention scores. The output of the self-
attention layer is the matrix product of Zs with Vs. To stabilize the training as [35], residual
connections [36] are obtained as the final output:

V′s = Vs + ZsVs.

Policy network. After transforming item embedding through the self-attention layer,
we obtain the set-aware item embeddings v′s. To learn the user’s personalized subset
selection strategy, the item embeddings are concatenated with the user embedding, i.e.,
[p′u; v′s]. Then, the concatenated embeddings are fed into the policy network.

Typically, a policy network outputs the probability distribution of all possible actions.
In our case, it gives the probability of being chosen in the subset, p(xui = 1), or not,
p(xui = 0). Then, the policy network selects items by sampling from the probabilities.
However, the sampling of items involves discrete variables, so that the gradient is unable to
propagate backwards. Another straightforward solution is to rely on a naïve Monte–Carlo
gradient estimator [37]. The naïve Monte–Carlo gradient estimator samples the discrete
variable xuj from p(x | pu, zj) multiple times to estimate the gradient. It can be understood
as the REINFORCE algorithm [38] with a single decision. However, as pointed out in [39],
the naïve Monte–Carlo gradient estimator exhibits very high variance, which destablizes
the sampling process.

To reduce the variance, the reparameterization trick is generally utilized [39]. Rather
than sampling from the data-dependent distribution p(x | pu, zj), reparameterization
samples a random variable ε from the data-independent distribution, say, a standard
normal distribution. Then, variable xuj is sampled by a function involving both ε and
pu, zj. Since the sampled ε is independent and identically distributed, the variance during
estimation can be largely reduced. For reparameterizing categorical variables in our case,
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Gumbel-softmax is often utilized [33]. Given the probabilities p(xuj = 1) = πuj and
p(xuj = 0) = 1− πuj, Gumbel-softmax performs reparameterization in the following way:

ε ∼ Uniform(0, 1),

g = − log(− log(ε)),

xuj = softmax
(
(log(πuj) + g)/τ

)
.

Note that xuj is not exactly binary but close to zero or one. τ, named “temperature”, is
the hyper-parameter for controlling to what extent xuj is close to binary.

At this point, we get the personalized optimal subset from the self-attentive subset
learning module. By doing so, we model the pattern how item-level preferences influence
users’ set-level feedback. It is the key to address the SPL problem by inferring item-level
feedback from set-based preferences.

4.3. Position-Aware Rating Aggregation

When predicting the scores for individual items in Section 4.1, there are no supervised
signals on individual items for learning. Instead, we use set ratings as supervision in
SPL. Therefore, we need to predict the set-level ratings in order to learn the model. Thus,
we present a subset selection strategy in Section 4.2 to reproduce the process in which
users rate sets according to their item-level preferences. After predicting item-level scores
and deciding on the subset, we discuss the way to aggregate item-level scores in the
position-aware rating aggregation module. To do so, the aggregation of items in the set
is required.

Item ratings are generated explicitly, since the aggregation is in the granularity of
ratings. Given item ratings, the rating aggregation plays the role of estimating set ratings. In
theory, various forms can be defined for the estimation, e.g., regression and neural network.
However, these high-level aggregation can introduce certain bias between item ratings and
set ratings. Since the ultimate goal of SPL is to estimate item-level preferences, the unbiased
estimation is required. In this paper, we propose to select subset of items to estimate the set
rating. To ensure the unbiased estimation as well, we define the ⊕ operation as follows:

⊕|S|i=1 r̂ui =
1

∑
|S|
i=1 xs

ui

|S|

∑
i=1

xs
ui · r̂ui. (6)

where ⊕ is an aggregation operation to combine items in the set. It is straightforward that
Equation (6) is unbiased. xs

ui is the variable to indicate whether item i is selected in the
subset or not.

While we define xs
ui to indicate whether item i is selected in the subset or not, the

hard selection brings instability for training. To ensure the smoothness during training,
one possible way is to learn soft selection, i.e., learning a weight wui for each item i in the
set. However, soft selection deviates from the idea of subset learning. Differently from
learning soft assignments, we propose to learn a folded selection variable. We define xs

ui in
the following way:

xs
ui =

{
wui, if the item is selected in the subset,
0, otherwise.

(7)

Equation (7) means that xs
ui is a learnable weight parameter as long as item i is selected.

xs
ui will be folded if i is not selected.

Learning for each user–item pair (u, i) a separate weight wui is infeasible due to
the large parameter space. Thus, we propose to learn user-specific weights. We further
introduce personalized positional weights to aggregate ratings of items in the subset—
that is, for each position p in the set, we will learn a weight wup. The positions of items are
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determined by sorting items according to their predicted ratings. Since the weights are not
specific to items, the parameter space can be reduced greatly.

Aside from smoothness, learning positional weights also helps to better fit the set
ratings, given item ratings. For example, the positional weights corresponding to larger
item ratings can be lowered if a user tends to overrate sets. The positional-aware weights
require O(nu · ns) parameter space rather than O(nu · ni) (ns � ni).

We illustrate our proposed positional-aware rating aggregation in Figure 4. Given the
ratings of items in the selected subset, e.g., {r̂u2, r̂u4, r̂u5}, we first sort the ratings. Through
ranking, we can generate the ordered ratings r̂u4, r̂u5, r̂u2 if r̂u4 > r̂u5 > r̂u2. Accordingly,
we also retrieve three positional weights from wu; i.e., wu1, wu2, wu3. Therefore, we can
predict the ratings by user u to set S as:

r̂s
u =

wu1r̂u4 + wu2r̂u5 + wu3r̂u2

wu1 + wu2 + wu3
.

These user-specific positional weights are used to aggregate item-level rating predic-
tions (rating prediction module in Section 4.1) according to the subset selection results
(self-attentive subset learning module in Section 4.2). Then, the aggregated set ratings can
be used to update parameters. With the loss of set ratings diminishing, SaSLM naturally
learns more precise item-level ratings and personalized aggregating patterns. Thus, we
reach the goal of SPL, inferring item-level preferences by set-based feedback.

Figure 4. An illustrative example of position-aware rating aggregation. Suppose items i2, i4, i5 are
selected from a set of items {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5} by SaPN. The set-rating predictions r̂s

u are obtained by
aggregating i2, i4, i5 with personalized positional weights wu1, wu2, wu3.

4.4. Model Learning

We define Θ as the parameters associated with the rating prediction model (P, Q and
parameters in the score function Equation (5)) and Φ as the parameters in subset selection
(P′, Q′ and parameters in SaPN) and rating aggregation (position-aware weights W). The
optimization model of SaSLM is formulated as follows:

arg min
Θ,Φ

∑
u∈U

∑
s∈S
L(r̂s

u(Θ, Φ), rs
u) + Ω({Θ, Φ}), (8)

L(·, ·) is the point-wise loss function. Although pair-wise [40] or list-wise [41], loss
functions are also utilized in collaborative filtering; the goal of SPL is to reveal individual
item preferences from the set preference, rather than ranking items. Moreover, this loss
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function is also consistent with our experimental evaluation where we evaluate whether the
predicted item scores can correctly fit the true rating scores provided by user to the item.

Ω(·) is the regularization function. While various forms of regularization have been
studied, we consider the simple but widely used `F-norm regularization to regularize user
and item embeddings and the positional weights:

Ω({Θ, Φ}) = α(‖P‖2
F + ‖Q‖2

F) + β(‖P′‖2
F + ‖Q′‖2

F) + λ‖W‖.

We propose to optimize Θ, Φ in Equation (8) alternatively. This is because the learning
of subsets can be relatively unstable due to the discrete selection. Therefore, we isolate
the learning of subsets with the learning of rating prediction. The positional weights W is
contained in Φ. Learning W together with the policy network helps to relieve the problem
of instability. On the other hand, by fixing W and the parameters of SaPN, the model can
focus on learning item ratings.

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Dataset

We consider three datasets to evaluate the performance of SaSLM on the task of SPL:

- RealSet: The dataset was collected from the MovieLens platform by [5]. Users were
selected if they were active, since January 2015, and rated at least 25 movies. The
set ratings were collected by sending emails to users. The movie sets were created
by randomly selecting five movies without replacement from those they had already
rated before.

- NetEase: This is a dataset collected from the largest music platform in China by [19].
It enables users to create song bundles or thumbs-up any bundles created by others.
We use NetEase as the dataset for SPL by treating the music bundle as the item set.

- YouShu: This dataset was constructed by [20] from YouShu, a Chinese book review
site. Similarly to NetEase, every bundle is a list of users’ desired books. We treat the
book list as the item set.

The statistics of these datasets are given in Table 2. Note that among the three datasets,
only RealSet is specially designed to evaluate SPL. RealSet contains explicit ratings, ranging
from 0.5 to 5, for both items and sets. Although explicit ratings can well reveal the user’s
preferences, they are not always available in real user interactions. Taking more realistic
scenarios into consideration, we also transform the RealSet under implicit settings by
binarizing the ratings. To be more specific, ratings no less than three are regarded as
positive, and otherwise negative. To distinguish, we use RealSet-explicit and RealSet-
implicit to denote the RealSet dataset with explicit and implicit ratings, respectively.

Since the problem of SPL is underexplored, few datasets are available. Therefore, we
constructed datasets from bundle recommendation by discarding user–item interactions for
training because SPL aims to predict item ratings by set ratings. In RealSet, all item-level
ratings are available for evaluation. However, users just interacted with a small faction of
items in the bundle in both NetEase and YouShu datasets. These non-interacted items are
not necessarily negative ones but possibly unexposed items. Lacking of negative feedback
in latter two datasets, we simply followed the missing-at-random assumption by treating
all non-interacted items as negative [3]. Considering the partial observation of positive
items, to ensure the balance between positive items and negative items, we sampled an
equal number of negative items as positive ones.

Table 2. Data statistics.

Name #Users #Items #Sets #Ratings

RealSet 853 13,012 29,516 29,516
YouShu 8039 32,770 4368 38,977
NetEase 18,528 123,628 22,864 302,303
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5.2. Baselines

To evaluate the performance of SaSLM, we compare SaSLM with the following base-
line methods:

- matrix factorization on set rating (MFSet): This is the personalized baseline compared
in the experiments of [5]. It assumes that if a user rates a set, he/she will give all
contained items the same ratings. The MFSet is the matrix factorization (MF) method
with same set ratings assigned to all items.

- average rating model (ARM): The first method introduced by [5], where the set rating is
predicted by the average of predicted scores of items in the set. We have introduced
ARM in Equation (1).

- variance offset average rating model (VOARM): The second method introduced by [5].
Aside from estimating the mean of ratings of items in the set, VOARM also estimates
the variance. We have introduced VOARM in Equation (2).

- extremal subset average rating model (ESARM): The third method introduced by [5],
which learns the ratings of extremal subsets and aggregates the scores to predict set
rating. We have introduced ESARM in Equation (3).

- bundle collaborative filtering (BCF): The simple CF method that considers user-bundle
interactions for bundle recommendation. BCF aggregates item embeddings to repre-
sent the bundle by simply adding all the embeddings. Therefore, the rating of user u
on set s is given by:

r̂s
u = p>u ∑

i∈s
qi.

- bundle graph convolutional network (BGCN): The state-of-the-art method for bundle recom-
mendation [21], which relies on graph convolutional network (GCN) [42] for embedding
aggregation. Note that for SPL, we do not use user–item interactions for training. There-
fore, for BGCN we only construct a user-bundle graph for embedding propagation.

5.3. Evaluation

To evaluate SPL, we follow the method of [5] to formulate it into a rating prediction
problem. Given the set rating, SaSLM predicts ratings of all items in the set. Naturally,
we consider root mean square error (RMSE) as the metric to evaluate rating prediction. A
lower RMSE indicates a better performance. RMSE is defined as the root of mean square
error (MSE):

MSE =
1

|U | · |S| ∑
u∈U

∑
s∈S

(rs
u − r̂s

u)
2

RMSE =
√

MSE.

We performed a paired sample t-test on RMSE to show if the the improvement is significant.

6. Experimental Results

In this section, we seek to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 Does the subset assumption—users’ feedback for sets is affected by subsets of items,
not the whole set—hold?

RQ2 What is the overall performance of SaSLM for the task of SPL? How does SaSLM
perform compared with existing SPL methods?

RQ3 How do different learning modules in SaSLM affect the performance of SPL?

RQ4 How does the pre-training of SaSLM affect the performance of SPL?

6.1. Feasibility of Subset Assumption

In order to answer RQ1, we first evaluate the subset learning and rating aggregation
in SaSLM to show how well the subset assumption models the set-level interaction. Specifi-
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cally, we generate the set ratings by using subsets learned from the true item ratings. We
used the same data split as described in Section 5.3. Rather than predicting item ratings,
we used the true ratings of items by users to predict set ratings. This was for verifying
the intuition of subset assumption. Note that using item ratings here is not contradictory
to SPL settings, where item ratings are predicted by set ratings. This experiment aimed
to verify the fact that when users are mainly affected by some salient items when they
rate a set, no matter whether they like these items or not. These items, which are more
influential in users’ set-rating process, consist of what we call "subsets". By using the item
ratings to simulate the set-rating process, we prove that it is necessary to learn personalized
subset selection and aggregation for rebuilding users’ set-rating process. For a comparison,
this experiment was also performed on ARM, VOARM, and ESARM, with different rating
aggregations. Results are reported in Table 3. As shown in the table, SaSLM performed
best on both explicit and implicit RealSet. In comparison with ARM and VOARM, which
do not learn subsets, the subset learning in SaSLM can well reflect users’ underlining
patterns of set-rating behaviors. Compared with ESARM, which learns extremal subsets,
the subset learning in SaSLM is more effective, since it learns personalized subsets for
users. The results reported in Table 3 also show the performance ceilings of the methods
for set-rating prediction.

Table 3. Fitting set ratings using different methods.

Method RealSet-Explicit RealSet-Implicit

ARM 0.5861 0.4042
VOARM 0.5250 0.3860
ESARM 0.5176 0.3742
SaSLM 0.5151 0.3712

6.2. Overall Performance of SaSLM

In this section, in order to answer RQ2, we evaluate SaSLM for SPL, where only
set-level ratings are available. We report the predictions of both set-level ratings and item-
level ratings. Since we learned from set-level ratings, the set-level performance shows the
learning capabilities of the different models. In comparison, the item-level results show
the performance in our proposed SPL problem. As we have discussed in Section 4.1, we
tried both MF and neural collaborative filtering (NCF) for rating prediction. Therefore, we
append the postfix -MF or -NCF to distinguish the SPL-specific methods. We also compare
these with two baseline methods, MFSet and BCF.

6.2.1. Performance with RealSet

Note that we do not compare our method with BGCN for this experiment. The reason
is that BGCN was originally designed for set-based recommendation, which requires
constructing the user-bundle graph. However, the graph cannot be constructed for RealSet,
since every set is randomly constructed, and therefore each user will interact with a
unique set.

Results are recorded in Table 4. We first look at the comparison on RealSet-explicit.
As shown in the table, although SaSLM could not outperform the baselines for set-rating
prediction, it always showed significant improvement over the compared methods for
item-rating prediction. Since the ultimate goal of SPL is to reveal users’ preferences for
individual items, SaSLM shows its effectiveness for this task. Generally, SPL methods with
MF had good performance, except that the second-lowest RMSE for set-rating prediction
was achieved by BCF. While this can be counter-intuitive, since the methods with the more
expressive NCF had poorer performance, it is justifiable for SPL. The reason is that the
expressiveness of NCF can be shown only if enough strong supervision can be provided.
However, RealSet contains relatively sparse data to train neural methods and SPL contains
no direct supervision to reveal item-level preference.
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Table 4. Performance of set-rating prediction with fixed-size sets

Method
Set-Level Item-Level

RMSE p-Value RMSE p-Value

RealSet-Explicit

MFSet 0.6340 – 0.9369 –
BCF 0.6285 – 0.9296 –

ARM-MF 0.6294 0.2633 0.9274 N 0.0
VOARM-MF 0.6333 0.4071 0.9152 N 8.3× 10−69

ESARM-MF 0.6268 0.2230 0.9240 N 6.6× 10−54

SaSLM-MF 0.6316 – 0.9103 –

ARM-NCF 0.6326 0.6439 0.9427 N 0.0
VOARM-NCF 0.6343 0.5771 0.9325 N 0.0
ESARM-NCF 0.6340 0.4569 0.9246 N 0.0004
SaSLM-NCF 0.6336 – 0.9233 –

RealSet-Implicit

MFSet 0.3967 – 0.4841 –
BCF 0.3970 – 0.4795 –

ARM-MF 0.3973 H 9.8× 10−6 0.4810 N 0.0
VOARM-MF 0.3964 H 1.8× 10−32 0.4750 N 0.0
ESARM-MF 0.3981 H 4.5× 10−26 0.4784 N 0.0
SaSLM-MF 0.4001 – 0.4697 –

ARM-NCF 0.4144 N 2.9× 10−14 0.5111 N 0.0
VOARM-NCF 0.4090 N 4.9× 10−15 0.4934 N 6.6× 10−40

ESARM-NCF 0.4058 N 3.4× 10−12 0.4793 N 0.0
SaSLM-NCF 0.3977 – 0.4702 –

We show the best and second best results in boldface and underlined text. Statistical significance of pairwise
differences in ARM, VOARM, and ESARM over SaSLM were determined by a t-test. N indicates the RMSE is
significantly higher than that of SaSLM, and H indicates the the RMSE is significantly lower than that of SaSLM.
If the p-value is lower than 0.01, it is considered significant. The p-value is also reported in the table to show the
degree of significance. Note that the significant test was conducted using MF or NCF, respectively.

We then analyze the results on the RealSet-implicit dataset. The results are similar
to those of RealSet-explicit. SaSLM outperformed other methods significantly for item-
rating prediction. The difference is that the lowest and second-lowest RMSE for set-rating
prediction were achieved by VOARM and MFSet, respectively. In set-rating prediction,
SaSLM significantly outperformed ARM, VOARM and ESARM when using NCF, though
being significantly outperformed when using MF. While similar to RealSet-explicit, for
which methods with MF generally perform better than those with NCF, SaSLM-NCF
achieved a lower RMSE in set-rating prediction than SaSLM-MF. In fact, by sampling to
select subsets from sets of items, SaSLM can take advantage of a method similar to dropout
to avoid overfitting.

6.2.2. Performance for Bundle Sets

We further ran experiments on item bundles. We analyzed the experimental results
on YouShu and NetEase. Since the two datasets were originally constructed for BR, there
are also some differences worth mentioning: (1) both Youshu and NetEase contain implicit
feedback only; (2) the sets in both datasets contain variable sizes of items; (3) the sets in
both datasets were not randomly constructed. Instead, they were constructed for a certain
purpose: interaction with multiple users.

Based on these difference, we added BGCN and removed ESARM to/from the com-
parison. Although, as mentioned in [5], ESARM can be extended to variable-length sets,
it has certain implementation ambiguity. ESARM learns personalized weights for each
extremal subset. However, for sets with variable length, the number of extremal subsets is
undetermined. Therefore, it is not clear how to align the weights to the extremal scores.
On the other hand, since the sets in YouShu and NetEase relate to multiple users, the
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user-bundle graph can be constructed. Therefore, we implemented BGCN by propagating
over the user-bundle graph.

We report the results in Table 5. The best performance in item-rating prediction
of both datasets was also achieved by SaSLM. Compared with RealSet, the baseline
methods had better results in set-rating prediction, possibly due to the collaborative filtering
among user–set interactions. Similarly, VOARM generally fit the set ratings well, since
it considers the item rating diversity during rating aggregation. ARM and SaSLM had
similar performances, both with MF and with NCF. While their performances in set-
rating prediction were the same, SaSLM performed slightly better than ARM in item-
rating prediction.

Table 5. Performance of set-rating prediction with sets of various sizes.

Method Set-Level RMSE Item-Level RMSE

YouShu

MFSet 0.4690 0.5680
BCF 0.4216 0.7045

BGCN 0.4467 0.7082

ARM-MF 0.4979 0.5013
VOARM-MF 0.5000 0.5018
SaSLM-MF 0.4979 0.5000

ARM-NCF 0.4343 0.6083
VOARM-NCF 0.4184 0.7794
SaSLM-NCF 0.5586 0.5133

NetEase

MFSet 0.4881 0.5128
BCF 0.4074 0.7035

BGCN 0.6305 0.7073

ARM-MF 0.4985 0.5002
VOARM-MF 0.4953 0.5005
SaSLM-MF 0.4985 0.5001

ARM-NCF 0.4517 0.6535
VOARM-NCF 0.4456 0.7200
SaSLM-NCF 0.4461 0.6058

6.3. Ablation Study

To further investigate the effectiveness of SaSLM and answer RQ3, we conducted an
ablation study. We investigated the effects of personalized positional weights and the self-
attentive layer. The positional weights account for the order of the predicted item ratings,
and the self-attention ensures the awareness of other items in the set during subset selection.
We first define subset learning model (SLM), which is the basic model of SaSLM without
positional-weights and self-attention. We added up positional-weights and self-attention to
SLM, denoted by SLM+pos and SLM+att, respectively.

Results are reported in Table 6, where performances in both set rating predication
and item-rating prediction are shown. SaSLM generally performed the best, except on the
NetEase dataset.

As shown in Table 6, results on both RealSet-explicit and RealSet-implicit datasets are
similar. Without positional weights and self-attention, SLM performs poorly. Only adding
self-attention to SLM did not improve the performance. In comparison with positional
weights, the performance improved greatly. By combining positional weights and self-
attention, the best results were achieved by SaSLM.

On the YouShu dataset, however, the positional weights deteriorated the results.
Although SaSLM performed the best, its advancement mostly came from the self-attentive
layer. Similarly, on the NetEase dataset, the positional weights did not provide further
performance gain, whereas applying self-attention alone greatly improved the performance
and achieved the best results.
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In short, both the positional weights and the self-attentive layer play important roles
in SPL. The positional weights were effective on RealSet but not on YouShu and NetEase,
indicating that the positional weights should be considered only when the sets contain a
few items. Unlike positional weights, the self-attentive layer shows effectiveness when the
set contains more items.

Table 6. Ablation study of SaSLM.

Method Set-Level RMSE Item-Level RMSE

SLM 0.6583 0.9181
RealSet- SLM+pos 0.6342 0.9160
explicit SLM+att 0.6588 0.9188

SaSLM 0.6316 0.9103

SLM 0.4181 0.4701
RealSet- SLM+pos 0.4003 0.4698
implicit SLM+att 0.4180 0.4702

SaSLM 0.4001 0.4697

YouShu

SLM 0.5455 0.5333
SLM+pos 0.5669 0.5007
SLM+att 0.5025 0.4887
SaSLM 0.4979 0.5000

NetEase

SLM 0.5879 0.5001
SLM+pos 0.5879 0.5001
SLM+att 0.4985 0.5001
SaSLM 0.5876 0.5001

6.4. Impact of Pre-Training

The above experiments show that the pre-training of SaSLM plays an important role in
improving final performance. Therefore, we investigated the impact of pre-training in detail
to answer RQ4. Specifically, we pretrained the rating prediction module of SaSLM via
ARM, VOARM, and ESARM. For comparison, we also train SaSLM without pre-training.

The statistics in Figures 5 and 6 show that the performance of SaSLM can be improved
greatly with pre-training. This is partially because pre-training embeddings decrease the
possible instability of the process of learning subsets. Although the two modules, subset
learning and rating prediction, are optimized alternatively, the subset learning module is
primarily optimized based on the item ratings generated by the randomly initialized rating
prediction model. By pre-training with different methods, the results achieved by SaSLM
were also slightly different.

We first analyze the performance in set-rating prediction, as shown in Figure 5. On the
RealSet-explicit dataset (Figure 5a,b), pre-training with ESARM led to the best performance.
However, on the RealSet-implicit dataset (Figure 5c,d), the situation was the opposite:
pre-training by ESARM resulted in worse performance than the other pre-training methods.
This is justifiable, since, as shown in Section 6.1, ESARM generates the best set-rating
prediction for RealSet-explicit but is outperformed by ARM and VOARM for RealSet-
implicit. This shows that the initial performance achieved by the pre-training method has a
close connection with the final performance of SaSLM.

Now, we analyze the results in Figure 6. Pre-training is also important to reveal the
item-level preferences. In comparison with set-rating prediction, pre-training by VOARM
achieved the best performance in all cases for item-rating prediction. The effect of pre-
training by VOARM was well demonstrated when predicting ratings by NCF on the
RealSet-implicit dataset (Figure 6d). While pre-training by ARM or ESARM improved
the performance marginally, the effect of pre-training by VOARM was evident. Note
that the initial performance achieved by VOARM was not necessarily always better than
that achieved by ARM or ESARM. A possible reason for pre-training by VOARM being
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effective is that it considers the diversity of item ratings to avoid the over-training of rating
prediction models.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Performance in set-rating prediction under different settings, using different pre-training
methods. (a) MF, RealSet-explicit. (b) NCF, RealSet-explicit. (c) MF, RealSet-implicit. (d) NCF,
RealSet-implicit.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Performance in item-rating prediction under different settings, using different pre-training
methods. (a) MF, RealSet-explicit. (b) NCF, RealSet-explicit. (c) MF, RealSet-implicit. (d) NCF,
RealSet-implicit.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the problem of set-based preference learning (SPL) for
privacy-preserving recommendation, which is important but has been studied little. Ob-
serving that the user’s preference for the set is usually leveraged by a few items but not the
whole set, we proposed the intuition of subset learning to address the problem of SPL. Our
solution is the self-attentive subset learning model (SaSLM), which consists of a self-attentive
policy network (SaPN) that learns user subset selection policy. To stabilize the training
and ensure the smoothness when fitting set ratings, we also use personalized positional
weights to achieve weighted rating aggregation. Unlike existing SPL methods, SaSLM
learns personalized and flexible subsets, which largely reduces the gap between set ratings
and item ratings. Experiments on real-world datasets demonstrated the effectiveness of
SaSLM in the task of SPL.

Since SaSLM mainly focuses on the users’ item-level preference disaggregation in a
privacy-preserving way, we only evaluated the preference prediction of items contained in
sets. In practice, it is important that the item-level preferences can be further propagated
to items out of sets. Instead of zero direct item-level supervision, it is also interesting to
study the problem when few item-level ratings are available. In future, we plan to perform
further research to generalize the definition of SPL and extend SaSLM accordingly.
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